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This paper is about language technology for facilitating model-driven software develop-
ment. We argue that two features are important for this purpose: (a) support for explicit
meta-representation of programs as an AST-like structure (AST stands for abstract syntax
tree) accessible in a programmaticway before and beyond the compilation, and (b) support
for user-defined annotations of program elements. That is, we argue for language platforms
organized around a Generalized Annotated AST, or GAAST languages for short. We outline
the problems with a model-driven development process based on languages without such
a support and show how GAAST language technology addresses these problems.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with programming language technology to support model-driven development. More
specifically, we identify two features that are needed in order to support model-driven development directly in the
programming languages.
First, a language technology should support an explicit representation of programs as a graph of meta-objects which
is accessible in a programmatic way via a well-defined API; it should be possible to create such a structure on-the-fly out
of source and/or byte-code representations of the program, to perform queries on it, to transform it in some meaningful
way, and finally to convert it back to equivalent source or byte-code representations. Second, we require built-in support
for arbitrarily annotating program elements with user-defined tags which are themselves first-class program units with
well-defined semantics.
In other words, we require support for a meta-model of the (annotated) program similar, but not necessarily identical
to the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) created during programming parsing to be available before and beyond compilation. Such
a meta-model does not need to be open or extensible. Neither should it be as detailed as the one used internally by the
compiler for optimizations, i.e. it can generalize over such details of the compiler AST. User-defined tags are stored in the
nodes of such ameta-model.We say that the language technologywe call for has a Generalized & Annotated Abstract Syntax
Tree (GAAST for short) at its very core, hence, the name GAAST Languages. The key point to emphasize is that such a GAAST
API should be an integral part of the language, supported by the language vendor, just as Reflection API is e.g., an integral
part of Java.1
Our claim is that GAAST languages better support MDA [2] than current languages.2 We argue that this is because
a GAAST language better supports expressing executable domain-specific, but platform independent models. First, with
annotations being built-in elements of the language, domain-specific abstractions can be expressed by annotating other
∗ Corresponding author.
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1 Actually, the Java Reflection API [1] can be seen as a specialization of the kind of meta-model we are asking for: one can use it to create a graph
representation of a piece of program at runtime out of the compiled version of it, which can only be introspected.
2 In this paper, we consider object-oriented (OO) languages only. Hence, the term languages is used through out this paper to mean OO languages.
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existing language elements. Second, with the GAAST API being integral part of the language, transformers can be built on
top of it that integrate the semantics of such annotations into the language framework. In otherwords, GAAST languages have
built-in support for facilitating the integration of abstractions that better express programmer’s (domain specific) intentions;
such an integration can be performed without the burden of rewriting the respective parsers and/or compilers [3].
With such a support, the transformation of a Platform Independent Model (PIM) into a Platform Specific Model (PSM)
can be organized in several stages. First, a domain-specific profile [4] can be used to enrich a PIM with domain-specific
abstractions — this is actually a standard step with MDA. In the next stage, the language technology is bound by selecting a
GAAST language in which to express an equivalent, but executable version of the marked PIM. Mapping the annotated PIM
to the executable equivalent expressed in a GAAST language is straightforward, involving only straightforward type and tag
mappings. This is due to the ability of GAAST languages to express domain-specific abstractions as custom tags discussed
above; in fact, one can start the development process with such a language-specific marked PIM right away, skipping the
graphical modeling phase. Mapping the marked PIM to its executable equivalent expressed in a GAAST language does not
involve any interpretation of the tag semantics. The structural transformation effort of the PIM-to-PSM mapping related
to the interpretation of the domain-specific annotations is pushed down to the GAAST language compiler. To this end, the
GAAST built-in support for building modular transformers around the generalized AST comes into play.
Wewill show the advantages of such a staged, GAAST-enabled, transformation process over a PIM-to-PSM transformation
process, in which the target executable PSM is expressed in a non-GAAST language, such as e.g., Java (1.4). We will discuss
two alternative approaches for mapping domain-specific annotations of a marked PIM into constructs in such a language:
(a) marking interfaces [2,5], and (b) pseudo-syntactic marking, with the latter being basically the approach used by EJB-like
containers [6]. We will outline several problems of these approaches and show how these problems are tackled by GAAST
language technology.
To recapitulate, the contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we identify the deficiencies of current object-oriented
language technology, with respect to support for model-driven development. Second, we propose the GAAST language
technology as an alternative that tackles these problems. To this end, we (a) characterize the proposed language technology,
and (b) show how it affects the process of the PIM-to-PSM transformation by enabling language specific marked PIMs to be
expressed in the language and by pushing the transformation efforts to the GAAST language compiler.
We argue that GAAST technology is not supported in its full extent by current languages, although certain elements of it
can be found in existing languages. We already mentioned Java’s built-in support for reflective introspection as a restricted
form of the meta-model element of GAAST. Java, before the version 1.5, does not classify as a GAAST language for two
reasons: (a) itsmeta-model support is restricted to introspection only, and (b) it is currently lacking support for annotations.3
Smalltalk [7] and other languages with an explicit meta-level, such as OpenC++ [8], are much closer to GAAST with respect
to support for an AST-like meta-model. However, they lack support for annotations.
The most advanced support for GAAST technology is provided by the .NET language platform, with (a) its CodeDom [9]
and Reflection APIs [10], as well as (b) its support for annotations, which we will demonstrate by the C# language [10].
However, as we will discuss, these APIs are not integrated with each other and with the AST produced by the compiler, and
some parts of the APIs are currently even not natively supported by .NET. We have also built a custom GAAST API for the
Java 2Micro EditionMIDP [11], using JavaDoc [12] tags as annotations; we use this customGAAST API for supportingmodel-
driven development of Java mobile applications [13]. However, as we will argue, GAAST technology should be supported
natively rather than being a custom add-on to the language platform.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the problem of mappingmarked PIMs to source
code elements in languages without GAAST support. In Section 3, we discuss the idea of GAAST languages and the additional
stage in the MDA transformation model introduced by such languages. Furthermore, C# will be discussed as an example of
a quasi GAAST language for illustration. In Section 4, we discuss related work. Section 5 summarizes the paper.
2. Problem statement
The goal of MDA [14,2] is to increase the level of abstraction, enabling developers to specify ‘‘what’’ a software solution
should provide rather than ‘‘how’’ to realize the desired solution in terms of the technicalities of a particular implementation
platform. The ‘‘what’’ is specified in a so-called Platform Independent Model (PIM). Based on the chosen technology, there
are different operations that can be used to realize a PIM resulting in different platform specific models (PSMs) of the PIM.
A PSM can be a ready-to-run implementation, or it may act as a lower-level PIM for further refinement to a PSM that can be
directly implemented.
It is obviously desirable to have an abstract PIM and to automate its translation to a given PSM implementation. However,
a fully automatic transformation of any abstractmodel is not possible; additional PSM specific directives need to be provided
by applying marking from a specific profile4 to PIM elements. This implies a commitment to some kind of technology for
solving the problem. The profile denotes the domain specific notations using specialized forms of marking, such as, tagged
3 Such support is available in the current version of Java, though.
4 UML profiles modify the UML M2 model, i.e., they bring extensions to the M2 level.
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Fig. 1.Modeling using UML profiles.
Fig. 2.MDA PIM-to-PSM transformations.
values and stereotypes. Marks are used to represent domain concepts in the PSM and indicate also how the PIM elements
are to be transformed [15].
For illustration, Fig. 1 shows a simple web service with two methods (i) to log in the user (Login), and (ii) for accessing
some user specific data (AccessUserData). The simple Web Service class named WebService1 is modeled by means of
UML profiles. We have defined three stereotypes, webservice, namespace, and uniqueid. The last two can also
be represented as tagged values connected to webservice. In addition, two free tagged values, enableSession of type
boolean and transactionOption of type enumeration, are used to decorate the methods of this web service.
Compared to a corresponding more abstract model that does not contain any of these tags, the model of Fig. 1 is
technology dependent. The used profile makes several technology commitments. First, we have decided to expose our
component as a web service. Second, the technical concerns needed by the service methods, e.g., the session and the
transaction management, are explicitly enumerated. However, at this point we have not yet made any commitment on
how the session and the transaction management will be implemented. We have only stated the need for such technical
services by means of our specialized profile. Neither have we committed to a particular web service platform.
In MDA terms, the model in Fig. 1 is still a PIM for a more specific PSM. Given such a marked PIM, some transformer T1
is applied to produce a lower-level PSM, as shown in Fig. 2. That is, in MDA the commitment about the technology is done
in stages rather than at once. The rationale behind this stratified commitment [16] is that a model of a higher-level stage
can be mapped to more than one possible model of a lower stage. A staged commitment makes it possible to exchange the
lower-level models, while preserving the investment on the higher-level models.
Assuming that the target PSM is expressed in a programming language, the transformer T1 knows (a) how to mapmarks
to corresponding language constructs, and (b) how to map types used in the model to types of the target programming
language, e.g., a String in the modeling language may map to a character array in the target programming language. Type
mapping is usually easy to handle automatically and will not concern us further in this paper. By selecting a given language
we make a further commitment on how the final software will be like. However, just selecting the language, still says
nothing about issues, such as, sessions and transactions, which are to be implemented (eventually in a latter stage) by tag
interpretation. That is, concerning tag mapping, in the case when the target PSM is expressed in a concrete programming
language,we distinguish between (a)mapping the tags to language constructs, and (b) interpreting such language constructs
to insert the specific technical concern logic.
A specific transformer may combine all three stages: mapping types, mapping marks to language constructs, and
interpreting the latter, into a single pass. For instance, in addition to type and tag mapping, T1 (Fig. 2) may also interpret the
tags, whereby committing to concrete session and transaction implementations and producing a executable PSM. However,
it makes sense to separate tag mapping from tag interpretation, when the transformation of a PIM to an executable PSM is
not fully automatic, as it is the case e.g., whenmodeling is used only for defining the high level architecture of an application.
For example, in an EJB [6] applicationwe prefer tomodel beans and their interactions bymeans of UML constructs. However,
it is easier to write andmaintain complex business functionality directly in Java, rather then to model for loops and similar
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Fig. 3. Extended HUTN model.
constructs by using the UML action language [4].5 In ourweb service example, issues, such as, session and transactionwill be
handled automatically, but programmersmay still fill-inmanually the logic for logging and retrieving data, by implementing
the methods Login and AccessUserData.
The focus of this paper is in programming language support for tag mapping and interpretation. We are interested in
lightweight mappings of tags to language constructs that do not require domain specific additions to the target language.
Such mappings are preferable because of lower costs for mapping arbitrary custom profile elements to a generic purpose
language. In the reminder of this session, we will compare two approaches for handling mapping of tags to programming
language constructs and the interpretation of the latter, namely: marking interfaces and pseudo-syntactic marking. These
approaches are the only ones that can be used in an OO language that has no direct support for marking.6 Wewill show how
such mappings can be done for object-oriented (OO) languages and will demonstrate the problems of these approaches. In
session 3, we present GAAST languages and show how they help to overcome the problems.
The comparison will be done along the following dimensions:
(1) Preservation of the PIM. Preserving the architecture of the marked PIM in the source PSM is important, because it helps
(a) to reverse engineer the source code PSM and (b) to understand the original PIM architecture by looking at source
code alone. Fig. 3 shows an equivalent textual model of the web service of Fig. 1 in an extended7 HUTN8 notation [18].
The OMG HUTN standard is aimed at defining textual equivalents of MOF / UML diagrams which can automatically be
generated. The tags of the web service example aremodeled as extended adjectives in terms of HUTN. It is desirable that
the source code PSM preserves the PIM structure to the same degree as the HUTN representation.
(2) Complexity of the programming model. As already mentioned, parts of the code need often to be filled-in manually by the
programmer in the generated PSM code. The structure of the PSM produced by tag mapping directly affects how the
programmer interacts with such code. It is preferable to keep the programming model simple.
(3) Interpretation of mappings. Interpretation is the next step after marks are mapped into language entities. Different kinds
of mappings result in different techniques of interpretation. The interest will be in how easy it is to interpret language
constructs resulting from tag mapping by considering the native support that the language technology offers for this
purpose.
(4) Extensibility of the profile. Extending a profile is often a requirement rather than an option. It is preferable to have
means which facilitate the introduction of custom extensions to profiles. To illustrate the discussion, suppose that a
new traceability tag named log is added to the customweb service profile of Fig. 1. This tag, when used with a method,
will generate code that logs all method invocations. In the discussion that follows, the tag will be added to the Login
method. Logging enables to register which users used the service, at what time, and which users failed to authenticate.
2.1. Mapping marked PIMs to marking interfaces
Let us assume that we want to express and implement the PIM of Fig. 1 in Java 1.4. One could map the model in Fig. 1
to the Java model consisting of the classes and interfaces of Fig. 4. For the mapping, we are using interfaces as a means for
simulatingmarking at the language level [5,2]. For each tag and stereotype in Fig. 1,we introduce amarking interface in Fig. 4.
Multiple-value attributes aremodeled as specialized interfaces that derive from other basemarking interfaces. For example,
in Fig. 4 we assume that the multi-value tag transactionOption can only have two possible values, RequiresNew and
None, which are modeled by children interfaces of TransactionOption in Fig. 4. The stereotypes can also be modeled as
marking interfaces, or as specialized (prototype) classes as e.g., WebService in Fig. 4. The mappings for the namespace
and uniqueid stereotypes are not shown in Fig. 4, but we assume that they are used in the implementation of Web-
Service.
5 The UML action language might be well suited to model embedded systems, though, where full automation of the transformation would make sense.
6 A given tool may use any combination of these approaches.
7 The introduced extensions address modeling profile elements. The current version of HUTN specification does not address any extension mechanisms
for HUTN in order to keep the language simple [17].
8 Human-Usable Textual Notation.
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Fig. 4.Mapping by means of marking interfaces.
To emulate the tags of a given PIMmethod in a given class,we create a specialized interface for thatmethod,which derives
from the basic interfaces that model the respective tags. For example, the interface ES1 inherits from EnableSession-
WebService to make explicit that the method Login is marked by the tag simulated by the EnableSessionWebService
interface. In the same way, the interface TR1 containing the method AccessUserData is derived from EnableSession-
WebService and TransactionRequiresNew to reflect the fact that this method is marked by both enableSession
and transactionOption=RequiresNew in Fig. 1. This way, one can extract the attributes of a method by looking at the
interface it belongs to.
Discussion:
(1) Preservation of the PIM — The mapping of Fig. 4 does not preserve the modular structure of the PIM in Fig. 1. From the
model in Fig. 4, it is hard to guess the clear and concise structure and semantics expressed by the original PIM. The
corresponding PSM code contains an explosive number of marking interfaces. This makes the PSMmodel more difficult
to understand and hinders reverse engineering to the original PIM. The corresponding Java code of the UML model of
Fig. 4 will also be much more verbose compared with the textual HUTN representation of Fig. 3.
(2) Complexity of the programming model — Even though the example is extremely simple and several simplifying
assumptions were done, the resulting PSM (Fig. 4) gets complex and verbose. Cross-interfaces need to be introduced,
which inherit from base ones. The resulting PSM already mixes the business logic model with the model for
implementing technical concerns. The technical concerns crosscut the modular structure of the business logic in Fig. 4
and dictate the inheritance structure of the resulting program. The developer responsible for implementing the PSM in
Fig. 4 cannot ‘‘escape’’ some issues related to the implementation of the technical concerns. The developer has to know
that interfaces, such as ES1, exist and will be handled by a suitable concern automation environment.
(3) Interpretation of mappings—Marking interfaces are not easy to interpret. Extracting the tags of a given method requires
finding the interfacewhere themethod is declared, and retrieving the interfaces fromwhich this interface inherits.When
the interpretation is done at the source-code level, the full inheritance hierarchy must be resolved. Using compiled
pseudo-binaries that contain meta-data, e.g., Java bytecode along with the Reflection API, makes it easier to resolve
marking. Reflection relies on the existing virtual machine mechanisms to resolve the inheritance hierarchy. In order to
extract knowledge about the marking interfaces hierarchy, the transformer that performs the mapping of marks must
know the meta-model abstractions of the marked PIM.
The overhead of tag extraction in terms of both complexity and performance of the interpretation logic cannot be
avoided because the mapping of model tags to programming language constructs does not preserve tags as first-class
values. First, as indicated above, the transformer that maps tags to language constructs is complex and needs to know
the tag meta-model of the marked PIM. Second, the tag interpretation transformer needs to basically ‘‘undo’’ this work
in order to extract tags from the marking interfaces resulting in a double overhead.
(4) Extensibility — To add a new log tag to the method Login, a new additional interface Log need to be created in the
language representation. In addition, the ES1 interface needs to be modified so that the web service class inherits from
the new interface, in order to make explicit which new attributes the Loginmethod has. If logwere to be added to the
other methods, the other interfaces need to be modified in a similar way. This would make the PSM model even more
complex. Hence, the marking interfaces approach does not scale well.
2.2. Mapping marked PIMs to pseudo-syntactic elements
One way to decrease the number of the resulting marking interfaces is to rely on coding conventions such as those used
in JavaBeans [19], J2EE EJB [20], or COMPOST [21]. Pseudo-syntactic marking uses string prefixes/suffixes to decorate the
names of the marked elements according to some accepted convention based on the marked PIM. We call this approach
pseudo-syntactic marking, because it adds new syntax to a language without really adding new keywords.
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Fig. 5. Using pseudo-syntactic marking.
Some systems, e.g., COMPOST [21], rely on pseudo-syntactic marking for expressing class and member annotations.
Other systems, e.g., JavaBeans [19] and J2EE EJB [20], use a mixture of marking interfaces, required coding conventions,
and annotations defined in so-called bean info objects (in the XML deployment descriptor). J2EE EJB (1.2) implements class-
level annotations by means of predefined classes / interfaces from which the annotated classes inherit. For methods and
attributes, JavaBeans and J2EE EJB use pseudo-syntactic marking.
For illustration, Fig. 5 shows how our web service from Fig. 1 would be mapped with pseudo-syntactic marking. The
WebService stereotype is mapped to the predefined class WebService, from which WebService1 inherits. We use
session and session_transaction as required method name prefixes for methods Login and AccessUserData
respectively. For analogy, in the EJB [20] framework there are predefined types like SessionBean, or EntityBean, as
well as prefix-based coding conventions, such as ejbPassivate or ejbActivate.
Discussion:
(1) Preservation of the PIM — The original PIM is preserved better in this approach compared to the approach based on
marking interfaces. However, pseudo-syntactic marking does not fully preserve the original PIM structure. Coding
conventions and implementation restrictions imposed by a component model pollute the PSM, such that the details
of original PIM get blurred.
(2) Complexity of the programming model— Coding conventions for method prefixing reduce the exponential number of the
emerging cross-derived marking interfaces. Compared to a PSM expressed by marking interfaces only, a PSM expressed
by pseudo-syntactic marking hides some of the details for implementing technical concerns. Pseudo-syntactic marking
abstracts over the way the technical details are concretely realized by a certain framework model. The syntactic marks
still need to be processed. Pseudo-syntactic marking also introduces new complexity at the programming model [22].
The programmer has to be aware of the coding conventions and implementation restrictions encoded in the framework
in use, which cannot be directly enforced by the compiler.
(3) Interpretation of mappings — Pseudo-syntactic marking is more difficult to parse than marking interfaces because
the transformer must use string operations on the code element names in order to extract tags. This can also cause
performance overhead when done repetitively at run-time, due to the need for introspection. For example, a bean
implementation in EJB needs to be introspected after it is compiled so that the container can generate and add glue code
[23], e.g., to handle its passivation methods based on their name prefixes. As with marking interfaces, the overhead
paid for tag extraction is introduced because tags were not preserved as first-class entities in the first place during
mappingmodel tags to language constructs. No direct support is offered by the language technology for pseudo-syntactic
mappings.
(4) Extensibility — Again, consider adding the new tag log. The session concern can be represented as a new special prefix
with pseudo-syntacticmapping, and the nameof themethodLoginwill belog_sessionLogin. Such a schema ismore
fragile than marking interfaces because the new name could easily contradict with existing names, and may require a
more careful code overview to avoid errors.
3. GAAST-Enabled MDA
In this section, we introduce the notion of a GAAST language and show how it affects theMDA process and how it tackles
the problems discussed in Section 2. In Section 3.1, we will discuss the two technical ingredients of GAAST languages: (a)
annotations, and (b) support for programmatic access to AST-like representations of the program structure. In Section 3.2,
we characterize the notion of GAAST-based language technology. In Section 3.3, we present aMDAprocess based on aGAAST
language technology and evaluate it by using the same criteria as in Section 2.
3.1. Annotations and AST-like representations of program structure
GAAST is a lightweight language extension mechanism based on tagging program code and implementing
transformations based on reflective like AST APIs.
Using a tag (or attribute) to denote a property about something is intuitive. When Knuth [24] describes the idea of
using attributes as tags that carry out semantics related to grammar productions, he notes that the ideas have been around
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Fig. 6. .NET AST-like program representations.
for some time. Since then, attribute grammars have evolved and matured and they are used in different ways to develop
software [25].
A prominent example is the tag definition and usage in the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [26] and the UML [4]. In MOF,
tags derive from the class ModelElement, i.e., any element can be decorated with custom defined tags. Tags carry no
domain-specific semantics for the MOF or UML itself. Their semantics are meaningful only to the modeler of the profile,
who introduces the tag definitions. Tags serve as hints to model transformers and generators [2], and enable the association
of arbitrary semantics withmodel elements of interest, without having to change themeta-model of a givenmodel. In terms
of MOF, tags enable modeling in different vertical layers simultaneously. There is some functionality available to modify the
meta-model Mi+1 in the layer Mi, providing similar functionality in the layer Mi, as found directly in the upper meta-model
layer Mi+1.
In some languages tags are explicitly present as part of the grammar rules and allow us to modify the semantics of
language constructs without changing the grammar [3]. An example of a language technology that supports annotation of
program elements with tags9 is the .NET [27] platform with its common language model, while annotations support in Java
was added via the JSR 175 [28].
Tags can be interpreted before compilation, or at runtime. Tag interpretation requires the interpretation engine to
somehow access, and eventually modify/transform some AST-like source- or binary-level representation of the annotated
program. For instance, tags used in MOF/UML, or JavaDoc [12] attributes used in Java, can be interpreted, when we
manipulate the model, respectively the source code. The Java 1.5 and the .NET platform also allows run-time interpretation
of tags. Interpreting tags at run-time allows to postpone the decision about the semantics until execution time. However,
it requires some form of run-time support for tag interpretation. For example, in .NET annotations are saved as part of
the pseudo-executable IL binary meta-data and can be accessed at run-time via the Reflection API. In addition, run-time
interpretation requires the original annotated program to be written such that it can be compiled without interpreting the
tag semantics. In .NET, e.g., a method body cannot use a variable that will be introduced by a tag interpretation, because
such a method could not be compiled.
To illustrate the relation between annotations and AST-like representations of the program structure, let us consider in
more detail the .NET framework [27] as a representative of systems with explicit support for tag interpretation by means
of access to source or binary tree representations of programs. Fig. 6 shows a high level view of the .NET APIs that support
access to different AST-like representations of a program.
The System.CodeDom API [9] of .NET supports source-level AST-like representation and manipulation of a program. An
implementation of this API can be used to build an AST either manually, or from the source code of a program (by means of
ICodeParser10). Next, the constructed AST-like representation can be transformed at the tree level and the transformed
AST can then be saved (back) as source (by means of ICodeGenerator), or it can be directly compiled to binary (by means
of ICodeCompiler11) . In a similar way, the .NET reflection API, System.Reflection, can be used to (a) introspect a
binary for its structural elements and the attributes they are decorated with, as well as (b) in the reverse direction, to create
executable modules (assemblies). For the latter purpose the System.Reflection.Emit API can be used (in combination
with the reflection API) to generate method internals. While the Reflection API deals with creating the structure elements
like classes and method, the Emit API deals with Intermediate Language (IL) opcodes used inside methods.
To summarize the discussion of Fig. 6, .NET provides an infrastructure for creating and accessing AST-like representations
of a program beyond the parsing stage of the compiler. Fig. 7 shows how this infrastructure can be used for interpreting
attributes in .NET. Attributes are full-status types defined as classes; they are part of the type system and can also be
marked with other attributes. Only a set of predefined attributes is interpreted by the .NET framework itself. User-defined
attributes have no semantic meaning to .NET. The first action in using custom attributes in .NET consists in defining new
attribute classes, if needed, and using them for decorating the code. In the next step, either a source level AST generated
via some CodeDom implementation, or a binary level AST generated via the Reflection API can be used to access the
stored attributes and manipulate the trees to implement the attribute semantics. The exact actions performed depend on
the desired semantics of the used attributes.
9 Different names are used for tags, such as attributes [27] or annotators [28].
10 The current .NET framework language specific providers do not implement ICodeParser. For this reason, the connection from source to CodeDom
box in Fig. 6 is drawn as a dashed line. A free third party implementation for C# is CS CODEDOM Parser [29].
11 System.CodeDom.Compiler interfaces (and helper classes) must be implemented by a CodeDom compiler provider.
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Fig. 7. Processing attributes in .NET.
Fig. 8. GAAST relation to metadata.
3.2. GAAST-based language technology
In this subsection, we will generalize the idea of a language technology organized around annotated AST-like
representations of program structure and its impact in the processing of code entities.
In Fig. 6, we have shown a dashed box named AST, which we did not discuss so far. This box represents the Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) internally constructed by the compiler in the process of compiling the source code of the program. In
.NET, this AST is not available to the programmer. We showed it in Fig. 6 to emphasize the similarity between the different
.NET AST-like representations of the program (aimed at supporting program transformations) and the source AST built by
the compiler: The .NET transformation related ASTs and the compiler AST represent the same information at various levels
of detail.
This similarity suggests the idea of having a single AST-like representation of programs that would be used by the
compiler, as well as by other transformers, e.g., to implement tag interpretation in a language with support for annotations,
among other things. Such a unified API should take care of parsing concerns in both source andmeta-data enriched binaries.
The key point is to make the unified AST with support for annotations a central part of a language framework supported by
the language vendor, around which various other aspects, such as the compiler AST, Reflection, or CodeDom-like APIs are
built.We call such anASTAPI that generalizes over different AST of the sameprogramand supports annotations aGeneralized
and Annotated AST (GAAST) API.
GAAST should not deal only with source-level representation and manipulation of the program. Following the .NET
idea some transformation can be postponed until run-time. So, GAAST serves as an advanced reflective API over compiled
binaries. Fig. 8 shows a rough classification of what we understand by binaries here.
Themeta-data, as shown in Fig. 8, is away to explicitly save part of the AST obtained from source alongwith the compiled
code. The amount of the AST information saved as part of meta-data determines the level of reflection that is possible at
run-time in a given language system. The reflective GAAST idea requires languages that have enough meta-data to support
run-time introspection, represented by the dash-dotted box in Fig. 8. Languages, such as, Java and .NET, save almost all
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Fig. 9. Implementing GAAST on top of .NET.
structural information found in source as part of meta-data. They usually do not preserve parts of the AST that represent
control-flow (behavior). Obtaining the control-flow AST information requires some reverse engineering.
To support computationally complete transformations, a GAAST API must be more powerful than a normal reflection
API. That is, GAAST servers as a decompiler. A GAAST representation of the binary is similar to the GAAST AST obtained from
source code. It makes sense that the GAAST API be as powerful as a decompiler when it is used for program generation and
transformation, i.e., by meta-programs that are part of the language platform. Such meta-programs must be able to access
the internals of classes/methods implementations via GAAST. This means, on the other hand, that GAAST does not replace a
normal reflection API. The latter is still needed for normal reflective capabilities required by programs which are not GAAST
transformers.
GAAST unifies the AST representation. This brings up the need to support multiple levels of detail in the representation of
the program in a GAAST API. In order to represent thesemultiple-levels of detail in a GAAST API, a core set of classes could be
created that make up the GAAST core and specialize them when required by different ‘‘satellite’’ AST-like representations.
So far, we have indicated that GAAST would represent a unified API to build source/binary transformers. As it stands up
to now, however, it addresses only the parsing issues related to source or meta-data enriched binaries. Other specialized
abstractions could be build on the top of the GAAST API that would facilitate building transformers. There are two ideas that
can be used in combination to implement generic abstractions over a GAAST infrastructure.
(1) The first idea is to enhance GAAST with query capabilities. An example of query capabilities we envision is JPath API
for Java developed as part of EXTRACT [30] compiler system. JPath defines a set of operations for selecting nodes from
a Java AST, borrowing the idea fromW3C XPath [31] standard for XML [32]. Another example of query support directly
embedded in the language, is the query expression pattern of .NET C# 3.0 language specification [33], based on the LINQ
[34] project.
(2) The second related idea is to add support for declarative specification of transformations, similar to the ideas put forward
byOMGMOFQuery / Views / Transformations (QVT) proposals [35]. In terms ofQVT,JPath is a query and view language;
QVT also requires means to define transformations, which takes a view as a parameter and transform it to another view,
hence, providing a declarative high-level way to define graph transformations. However, at the time of this writing the
final QVT standard is not available yet.
It is important to emphasize that the GAAST API should be a central part of a language platform supported by the vendor.
Thiswould better protect the investment put on implementing transformers and generators. Also transformerwriterswould
not need to reinvent helper API-s and tools that are covered by the GAAST API. Transformers could also better reuse third
party modules build on top of the central GAAST, hence, better leverage rapid prototyping. A language platform vendor
would also profit by the unified GAAST API idea, since by unifying several API-s, it decreases the total cost of the language
platform and makes it more attractive to programmers.
Having stressed the importance of supporting GAAST as a central part of a language technology, Fig. 9 shows how a third
party prototype GAAST API can be implemented on the top of .NET. The dotted arrow from the binary to the GAAST box
represents the need for custom code required to expose methods internals of IL binaries through the GAAST API, which is
not currently supported by the .NET Reflection API. The dashed line connecting source and CodeDom boxes represents
the implementation of the ICodeParser interface, which is missing. Unfortunately, a third-party API cannot directly reuse
any AST built by the language compilers, which renders its implementation and maintenance more difficult, in face of the
evolution of the .NET framework. Similarly, we have built a custom GAAST API for Java 2 Micro Edition MIDP [11], using
JavaDoc [12] tags as annotations, which we use for supporting model-driven development of Java mobile applications [13].
3.3. Mapping marked PIMs to GAAST languages
Aswementioned in Section 2, we could stage amarked PIM transformation to source code PSM into (a)mappingmarking
elements into language elements and (b) interpretation of such language elements. A GAAST language helps with both
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Fig. 10.MDA GAAST PIM-to-PSM transformations.
Fig. 11.Mapping to .NET C#.
(a) mapping marking elements to language constructs and (b) building transformers that do the interpretation. Roughly
speaking our proposal basically adds the gray box to Fig. 2 as shown in Fig. 10.
The transformer T2 performs a straightforward mapping of model tags to language tags. The mapping is straightforward
in the sense that tags are basically preserved and only written in a different syntax, since tags are first-class values in a
GAAST language. For illustration, Fig. 11 shows a possible mapping of the extended HUTN notation for the web service in
C#12, whereby we consider C# to be a GAAST-like language due to its explicit support for tagging in the form of attributes.
The GAAST transformer in Fig. 10 is responsible for implementing the semantics of the tags; compared to the interpretation
of tags in the approaches discussed in the previous section, it does not need to do any tag extraction, though. Furthermore,
implementing such transformers is natively supported by the language technology by means of the GAAST API.
Discussion:
(1) Preservation of the PIM — Converting the HUTN representation of Fig. 3 to C# is straightforward. Apart from type and
syntaxmapping thesemodels are actually equivalent. The transformer for the attributemapping does not need to access
the PIM meta-model. The transformer T2 can work at the M1 level. This is different from the case of transformers
responsible for tag mapping in the marking interfaces approach. Marking interface transformers need details about
the meta-model to do the transformation.
With the GAAST representation, the model structure is preserved in source code, hence facilitating reverse
engineering to the original PIM’s architecture. The annotated source can sustain the full design architecture better
than pseudo-syntactic marking without having to process method names, and without having to invent many method
prefixes or suffixes.
(2) Complexity of the programming model — The use of annotations simplifies the programming model because marks are
still explicit. Having GAAST transformation support in the language framework provides the means for processing the
language-level PIM. In other words, the part of the transformation concerned with introducing the details of ‘‘how’’ to
realize the specified ‘‘what’’ is pushed entirely down to the language level.
12 The web service example was deliberately chosen to be a simplified version of the web service modeling semantics provided in the
System.Web.WebServices .NET-namespace.
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The series of commitments in the MDA-based development could start by choosing the target attribute-enabled
language. In an GAAST language decorations based on attributes are used directly in code. This would be an alternative
design to a graphical UML profile modeling step. Making programs look like designs improves the programming model,
given that it decreases the intellectual gap to the domain concepts.
(3) Interpretation of mappings — The interpretation process in the marking interfaces and pseudo-syntactic marking
approaches may require third-party tools which can parse and modify the input. Shifting the transformation to the
language level helps to achieve tool unification. The target development language is also the transformation tool. A
GAAST language is the only framework, a developer must learn in order to deal with the transformation issues.
Having the attribute processing be integral part of the language also simplifies the development of the transformers.
Instead of relying on external systems to introduce custom parsing extensions to the language, the language is
designed from the beginning to support such kind of transformations. The developer can focus on specific needs of the
transformation, e.g., how to integrate transaction management, and not on the technicalities of the transformation itself,
e.g., on how to parse, access and modify the introduced linguistic abstractions for modeling transaction processing.
Shifting the transformation at the language level helps to achieve tool unification. The target development language
is also the transformation tool. The transformation model supported by an attribute-enabled language is the only
framework a developer must learn in order to deal with the transformation issues.
(4) Extensibility— GAAST-based mappings are modular because they directly preserve the PIM architecture and are easy to
customize and extend. New issues can be dealt with at any time, by defining appropriate annotations and by introducing
corresponding processors to the language framework. The log tag example maps directly to a new attribute in this
representation, and the mapping does not conflict with any of the other existing attributes. At the interpretation level,
we still have to care about the order of the transformation.
This section concludeswith a short discussion of someof the limitations of anGAAST-enabledmodel-driven development
(MDD):
• Only the mapping of UML class diagrams with specialized profiles is directly supported by GAAST languages. UML class
diagrams map easily to an OO language. The GAAST-enabled MDA process was illustrated by the means of the general-
purpose object-oriented language C# [27], whose meta-model maps directly to the class-based web-service model. The
transformation process may not be as easy when the UML model elements cannot be directly mapped to the target OO
language. Other UML constructs cannot be mapped directly to the source code of a OO language. That is, GAAST-enabled
languages do not address the complete UML-based modeling of MDA.
• The integrated GAAST API processing greatly facilitates, but does not fully automate the implementation of the
transformers. While it enables the transformer programmer to concentrate on the semantics of the technical concerns
to be integrated rather than be concerned with issues, such as tag extraction, the technical concerns semantics and
interactions among transformers still need to be taken care of by the programmer.
• Only the PIM structure is preserved in the language level PSM. Other more fine grained models of the method internals
(e.g., using UML actions) will be lost, so only structural reverse engineering is possible.
• The target language must have full support for GAAST-like transformations. Our discussion in this section indicates that
we are still away from complete vendor supported GAAST language technologies.
4. Related work
As already mentioned, the .NET framework and especially CodeDom and custom attributes are the primary related work
for the GAAST approach. Several similar support exists for Java (JSR 175 [28]). Other custom approaches that use some
form of attribute annotations also exist, such as, Explicit Programming [36] and Attrib4J [37]. The ELIDE system in Explicit
Programming [36] not only allows class, method, and field decorations with tags but also exposes a way to define custom
transformations based on such decorations. These transformers use a meta-API similar to the GAAST idea to access the
source-code objects. Compared to GAAST, ELIDE only supports source code transformations.
The multi-stage programming approach [3] uses special annotations as a syntactic means to control the evaluation oder
of program statements. This approach is driven by the need for optimizations of programs via partial evaluation and supports
only a fixed set of well-defined annotations. GAAST languages, on the other hand, can be used to implement any domain
specific invasive transformers [21].
The work on decompilers and tools that assist in manipulating meta-data enriched binaries is also related to the concept
of language platforms built on top of a GAAST API. BCEL [38] offers an API to work with class bytecodes. A GAAST API for Java
could be build on top of BCEL as higher-level API that maps the bytecode to a Java source AST. A similar tool is Javassist [39]
which offers two views of the bytecodes one via a source-level API and another one via a low-level API to manipulate the
Java class bytecodes directly.
GAAST provides a low level API for supporting generation. Other domain-specific abstractions can be build on top of
the GAAST API. For example, a platform for aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [40,41] can be build on top of the GAAST
API. In this respect, GAAST is related to BAT [42] — a platform for AOP on top of Java bytecode working on a GAAST-like
representation of Java programs. BAT is used for aspect weaving in Steamloom [43] — a Java VM with explicit support
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for aspects. In [42], the authors report some problems resulting from using BAT as an ‘‘external’’ GAAST not yet tightly
integrated with the VM and indicate the importance of having a GAAST tightly integrated with the VM. This is in the vein of
the argumentation in this paper that GAAST should be integral part of the language technology.
The extensible IDE implementation in Intentional Programming (IP) [44] bears also some resemblance to a GAAST
approach. Theoretically the idea is to program by constructing/manipulating the AST rather than using the concrete syntax
of a language. Technically IP is driven by the need to remove the need for parsers, and to parse the code as it is entered in
the IDE, because this way the parser grammar restrictions can be ignored. Thus similarly to GAAST an AST of the language is
manipulated explicitly. However its applicability is limited to smart IDEs that help the programmers as they type and was
never intended for transformations.
The work presented here is related to extensible (front-end) compilers [45]. Such compilers use extensible grammars
(EG) [46] like approaches to map language extensions back to the kernel grammar. Phobos [47] is a system that applies the
idea of extensible grammars to Java whereby grammar changes are expressed by means of language (grammar) module
inheritance. Another slightly different transformer approach is adopted by JTS [48]. The Jak language in this approach can
be seen as a CodeDom similar API for Java. Jak can be used alone or as a back-end for Bali — a tree parser tool, that given
a grammar specification generates a lexer, a parser, and a set of classes to represent the parse tree. Jak can be used to
manipulate this tree and transform it to Java source. In this context, Bali is a kind of tree parser similar to ANTLR [49].
Compared to these approaches, GAAST is concerned only with the changes in the front-end phase of a compiler and
does not deal with issues such as type checking. There are two advantages in using a GAAST-based language technology
as compared to a more generic extensible transformer such as EG-s [46] or JTS [48]. First, the GAAST approach is easier to
implement and support. Once the marking syntax is made part of the grammar, the compiler does not need to be changed,
i.e., there is no need to provide a customizable parsing system along with the compiler. Tags are explicit semantic attributes
associated with non-terminals of the grammar (and the proper way of doing this is also part of the grammar). Second, the
GAAST approach is also easier to use, since the programmer does not need to add or modify grammar rules: The changes to
the grammar are implicit in GAAST; actually, the grammar of the language does not change, only the semantics does.
GAAST does not replace any other approaches for building Domain Specific Languages (DSL-s) or custom language
extensions. It is rather a tool that can be used in the intermediate phases to speed-up the prototyping process of such
languages. So, we view GAAST not as a primary transformation tool, but as an intermediate tool for building transformers,
depending on the context in which it is being used. For example, implementing variable hygiene as in JSE [50] or Maya [51]
is the duty of the specific transformer that would be build on top of the GAAST API.
5. Summary
In this paper, we have studied issues related to language support for model-driven software development. In particular,
we argued that two features should be supported for this purpose: (a) explicit representation of programs should be available
as a meta-object structure with a well-defined API for access in a programmatic way, and the language platform should be
organized around this structure, and (b) annotations of program elements with tags should be supported as built-in feature
of the language. We further argued that languages with such support, more directly support model-driven development as
compared to other language technology. We characterized such language technology – also called GAAST languages – and
outlined how a prototype of such language technology can be built on top of Microsoft’s .NET language framework.
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